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54 Atlantis Drive, Point Cook, Vic 3030

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 4 Parkings: 2 Type: House
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$1,560,000

ALAMANDA SCHOOL ZONE!!**Sale is subject to close without notification** Interest parties are requested to submit

their offers without delay.Proudly presented by Jazz Singh Jazz Real Estate Point Cook l Eview Group Australia.A

masterpiece of modern luxury living crafted for those who demand the extraordinary. Nestled in the coveted enclave

zoned to Alamanda College, this brand-new custom-built residence sets the standard for opulence and

refinement.Boasting four bedrooms, each with its own lavish en-suite, upstairs bedrooms equipped with WIR and a

convenient study downstairs, this home redefines comfort and elegance. With a prestigious 7-star energy rating,

sustainability meets sophistication at every turn.Step into a world of unparalleled beauty as you're greeted by the striking

glass window feature adorning the facade, reminiscent of Beverly Hills' iconic architecture. Marvel at the L-bend glass

piece, a signature touch that elevates the living experience to new heights.Enter the grand foyer and be greeted by a void

that sets the stage for the unparalleled beauty that awaits. The heart of the home, the large kitchen, is a culinary dream,

featuring high-quality cabinets and a 100 mm stone island bench that's as functional as it is stunning. And with a walk-in

pantry, every chef's desires are effortlessly met.Entertaining is a delight with aluminium service windows that seamlessly

connect the indoor and outdoor spaces. Imagine hosting soirées in the expansive alfresco area, surrounded by lush

landscaping and the gentle breeze of Point Cook.Escape into the ultimate relaxation in the theatre/lounge downstairs,

where cinematic experiences unfold in the comfort of your own home. Whether it's a family movie night or a cozy evening

with loved ones, this space is designed for unforgettable moments.Ascend the custom stairs, positioned strategically in

the heart of the home, and be captivated by the fitted LED lights that illuminate your path. As night falls, the ambiance

transforms, reminding you of the dream turned reality that is 54 Atlantis Dr.Experience the unparalleled satisfaction of

realizing your vision - where every detail, from the view to the feel, surpasses expectations. Welcome to a home where

contentment knows no bounds, and every moment is a celebration of luxury living.Some key areas-Automatic curtain

operationTurn key brand new luxury Alamanda School ZoneDedicated study4 Bed 4 BathLuxury powder roomKitchen

with walk-in pantry and aluminium service windowsVoidTimber stairs with glass panelsFireplace featureTheatre/lounge

downstairs Upstairs living plus a wet bar areaA front glass panel with L Shaped Glass finishing for an enhanced luxury

feelRefrigerated cooling and heatingFeature lightsFully tiled baths and powder roomCustom garage doorAnd much

more!!!Discover the epitome of bespoke living at 54 Atlantis Dr - where every detail is designed to delight the senses and

exceed expectations.Expression Of Interest!!!!The selling method of this home is Expression Of Interest!!!! The property

is subject to selling without notification. Interested buyers are requested to submit a formal offer in writing as the offer

taking process is underway!!


